(54) Title: EXTRUDER TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER WITH STABLE TEMPERATURE RESET

(57) Abstract:
The invention is an extruder temperature controller for an extruder barrel. The extruder temperature controller includes means for determining an actual screw speed and has means for storing a plurality of screw speeds. Each member of the plurality of stored screw speeds has a corresponding stored temperature reset value. The extruder temperature controller has a means for comparing and selecting that compares the actual screw speed to each of the plurality of stored screw speeds and selects a default screw speed. The default screw speed has a smaller deviation from the actual screw speed than any other member of the compared, stored screw speeds. The controller further includes a means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means. The control output driver signal is the corresponding stored temperature reset value for the default screw speed. The invention further includes a means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when the means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means operates at or near maximum capacity. The invention includes a method for controlling the temperature of an extruder barrel.
The invention is an extruder temperature controller for an extruder barrel. The extruder temperature controller includes means for determining an actual screw speed and has means for storing a plurality of screw speeds. Each member of the plurality of stored screw speeds has a corresponding stored temperature reset value. The extruder temperature controller has a means for comparing and selecting that compares the actual screw speed to each of the plurality of stored screw speeds and selects a default screw speed. The default screw speed has a smaller deviation from the actual screw speed than any other member of the compared, stored screw speeds. The controller further includes a means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means. The control output driver signal is the corresponding stored temperature reset value for the default screw speed. The invention further includes a means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when the means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means operates at or near maximum capacity. The invention includes a method for controlling the temperature of an extruder barrel.
EXTRUDER TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER WITH STABLE TEMPERATURE RESET

Background of the Invention

1. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to an extruder temperature controller with a stable temperature reset and a method for controlling the temperature of a molten material in an extrusion device. Specifically, the invention relates to an extruder temperature controller and a method for controlling the temperature of molten extrudate wherein the control alarm is delayed for a predetermined time when generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means at or near maximum capacity of an extruder system.

2. Description of the Background Art

Extrusion devices are often used in the plastics or other industries to continuously melt, blend, form, and solidify plastics or other materials into a desired shape. Typical extrusion devices include a rotating screw housed coaxially within a heated, cylindrically-shaped barrel. The screw rotates within the barrel and drives an extrusion material such as plastic through the barrel. The extrusion material is forced through a die or aperture at the end of the barrel. A temperature drop, that occurs when the extrusion material leaves the heated barrel, allows the material to solidify in a molded shape that is determined by the profile of the die.

The temperature of the extrusion material or plastic within the extruder barrel must be controlled so as to remain as near to a desired temperature as possible. An extruder barrel can be operated to control the temperature of the extrusion material within the barrel under one or more of three conditions. An extruder barrel can (1) add heat to a material, (2) extract heat
from a material, or (3) maintain the heat of a material. The third condition of maintaining a temperature of an extrusion material occurs when an extruder is operated at a speed wherein the heat from the friction of the extrusion material created, as the material is processed in the extruder barrel, is approximately equal to the heat loss from the extruder barrel. This condition of no heat gain or loss in known as an "adiabatic" condition.

Most extrusion devices have a plurality of heat exchange zones. The temperature of each heat exchange zone can be independently controlled such that one or more heat exchange zones heat the material being processed while the remaining heat exchange zones are in an adiabatic condition or are cooling the extrusion material. It is common for a heat exchange zone near the end of an extruder barrel to be used to cool an extrusion material before the material is extruded through the die. This procedure allows the extrusion material to quickly solidify upon existing the die. An extruder barrel, typically, has eight heat exchange zones, but the number of zones can vary.

An extruder device can control the temperature of its extruder barrel with heat exchange elements. The extruder barrel is surrounded by a shell containing heat exchange elements. The heat exchange elements can be (1) heaters such as resistive heaters which increase the extruder barrel temperature and (2) cooling tubes for circulating water or another coolant in order to decrease the extruder barrel temperature. Alternative heat exchange elements can be used. For example, the cooling structure can be a finned shell with a blower that circulates air past the fins.

Temperature sensors, such as thermocouples, are positioned in extruder barrels to signal the temperature at the location of the sensor. Two thermocouples per barrel zone are usually provided and are electrically isolated from one another. A first thermocouple is known
as the "A" thermocouple of the pair and is placed at the inner surface of the extruder barrel. A second thermocouple is known as the "B" thermocouple of the pair and is placed in the interior of the heater/cooler shell. Each zone of the extruder is similarly provided with a pair of thermocouples, A and B, similarly placed. An air-cooled extruder system also has the B thermocouple in the interior of the shell.

An extruder temperature controller receives signals from the temperature sensors. The extruder temperature controller determines whether the temperature of a given heat exchange zone is too cool or too hot and, if necessary, signals the appropriate heat exchange elements to increase or decrease the heat in the particular zone regulated by that controller.

The extruder barrel and the heat exchange elements are heat sinks and, thereby, cause a delay between the signalling of instructions by the extruder temperature controller to increase or decrease the temperature of a zone. For example, when the extruder temperature controller instructs a heating element to cease applying heat, energy stored in the heating element continues to warm that zone of the extruder barrel. This continued warming causes the extruder barrel temperature to continue to rise in that zone. The lag between the issuance of an instruction from the extruder temperature controller and the response from the heat exchange elements causes the extruder barrel temperature to oscillate about the desired temperature.

U.S. Patent No. 3,866,669 to Gardiner and U.S. Patent No. 3,751,014 to Waterloo both address the problem of oscillating extruder barrel temperatures. In the systems described in Gardiner and Waterloo patents, a first temperature probe or thermocouple provides a "deep" temperature measurement representative of the temperature of the extrusion material. A second thermocouple is positioned within the shell surrounding the extruder barrel to
provide a "shallow" temperature measurement representative of the temperature of the heat exchange elements. The electrical signals from the pair of thermocouples are combined to provide an average value. The extruder temperature controller monitors the average value and selectively activates the heating and cooling elements to maintain the average value at a temperature that is approximately equal to a setpoint representative of the desired temperature for the extrusion material.

The control of the heat exchange elements by an extruder temperature controller that is responsive to an average value for temperature rather than the actual temperature of the extrusion material, that is being processed, reduces temperature and/or control signal oscillations. An example of such a temperature oscillation occurs during operational conditions wherein a resistive heating element applies heat to increase the temperature of an extruder barrel. While the heating element is active, the shallow temperature measurement is higher than the deep temperature measurement. This temperature difference occurs because the shallow temperature probe is positioned in the vicinity of the activated heating element.

Accordingly, the average value of the extruder temperature controller is also greater than the deep measurement or the actual temperature of the extrusion material. The average value reaches the temperature setpoint while the actual temperature of the extrusion material is still below the desired temperature. The extruder temperature controller inactivates the heating element after the average value reaches the temperature setpoint, but before the extrusion material reaches the desired temperature. The heat stored in the heating element continues to raise the temperature of the extrusion material toward the desired temperature. Such temperature oscillations can also occur during operational conditions wherein the temperature of the extrusion material is being decreased.
Inactivating the heat exchange elements before the extrusion material has reached the desired temperature prevents the temperature of the extrusion material from "overshooting" the desired temperature which can cause undesirable temperature oscillations. This advantage is achieved at the expense of a reduction in the accuracy with which the temperature of the extrusion material is controlled. More specifically, since the extruder temperature controller operates to correct the temperature only when the average temperature value deviates from the desired temperature, the extruder temperature controller may not attempt to adjust the temperature, even when the temperature of the extrusion material remains below a desired elevated temperature or above a desired cooling temperature.

U.S. Reissue Patent Re. 31,903 to Faillage describes an extruder temperature controller which anticipates changes of temperature in an extruder barrel. This system monitors an average temperature value to determine when the temperature has not changed significantly for a specified length of time or when the system has "stabilized." Once the system has stabilized, this extruder temperature controller examines the actual temperature of the extrusion material as indicated by the deep measurement and compares the actual temperature to the desired temperature. If the actual temperature is significantly different from the desired temperature, this extruder temperature controller calculates and changes the temperature setpoint so that the average value appears to require a temperature adjustment. If the actual extrusion material temperature is, for example, too low, the Faillage extruder temperature controller raises the setpoint above the desired temperature. The average value is then below the setpoint, which causes the extruder temperature controller to adjust the temperature until the average value is approximately equal to the temperature setpoint.
Changes in the rotational speed of the extruder screw or "screw speed" are normal during the start-up and the shutdown of an extrusion line. However, rotational screw speed changes typically cause a thermal load variation which is troublesome in an extrusion process. An example of this condition occurs in blow molding processes wherein the molded piece becomes jammed when existing the mold. Sensors, which detect the jammed piece, rapidly shutdown the extruder system in order to prevent further jams and potential damage to the mold system. The extruder system during normal operation in a blow molding process runs at a preset speed.

The extruder temperature controller of the Faillace Reissue Patent in a blow molding process resolves a reset value for each heat exchange zone. The reset value is proportional to the temperature offset for that heat exchange zone, which is proportional to the thermal load for that heat exchange zone. The Faillace extruder temperature controller resolves a reset value for each heat exchange zone individually.

When an extruder system for a blow molding process, using the controller of the Faillace Reissue Patent, is stopped due to a jam, it is typically restarted within a few minutes. The minimum time a heat exchange zone must be stable in control or "minimum reset stability time" is approximately four minutes. The actual time during which a heat exchange zone recovers from a step change in load, such as a sudden stop condition, is approximately 10 to 12 minutes. Therefore, the reset means in the Faillace extruder temperature controller cannot respond quickly enough to compensate for a step change in load which lasts for less than 10 to 12 minutes. The result of this condition is that a heat exchange zone is offset in temperature equal to the difference in thermal load at the normal running screw speed compared to the screw speed at stop. In addition, if the extruder system remains stopped for a period of time
which allows the reset to actuate, such as when a jammed piece is cleared and the extruder system returns to a normal operating screw speed, the incorrect heat exchange zone temperature reset value causes a temperature offset. This temperature offset remains until a reset value can be resolved at the normal screw speed and compensates for the thermal load at that screw speed. This condition in a blow molding process causes a significant change in the characteristics of the plastic melt output of the extruder system. These changes cause a variation in the weight of the blow molded products. This variation can degrade the quality of the end product by causing variations in the wall thickness of the product. These variations in quality cause waste, inefficiency, and undue expense.

U.S. Patent Number 5,149,193 to Faillace discloses an extruder temperature controller that preempts a temperature control set point for a heat exchange zone upon a change in the screw speed of the extruder system. This extruder temperature controller adjusts the control set point, in response to a change in the screw speed, which enables the controller to preempt an adverse change in the extruder barrel temperature and the temperature of the extrusion material in the barrel. The storing of a collection of previously calculated control setpoints for various screw speeds enables this extruder temperature controller to determine the appropriate control setpoint quickly by retrieving from memory the control setpoint corresponding to the current or actual screw speed. The previously calculated control setpoints enable an extruder system to avoid significant changes in temperature of the extrusion material or barrel temperature fluctuations both of which often accompany a search for a control setpoint to provide the desired barrel temperature.
The improved controller of the Faillace '193 patent permits heat exchange zone "reset value tables" to be entered for each profile. Upon selection of the profile number, the corresponding reset value tables are also selected. Also, the adaptive reset capability of this controller allows for deep and shallow temperature control with temperature reset to be applied to a plastic extrusion process where the screw speed of the extruder can change on a continual or unanticipated basis. This controller maintains the barrel temperature control, typically, within 1°F of temperature stability at all operating screw speeds. The adaptive reset capability of this controller improves the plastic melt output of a extruder system during continual or unanticipated changes in operating screw speed. This capability greatly reduces the time to stabilize the heat exchange zone temperature control after a change in screw speed has occurred and improves product quality during start-up and shutdown of an extrusion process line and reduces scrap.

The extruder temperature controller of the Faillace '193 patent triggers a control alarm when the heating output reaches 100 percent. The control alarm resets the stability timer and a new reset is not calculated for the predetermined time of three or four minutes. This characteristic unnecessarily limits the extruder system from operating at or near 100 percent of its heating capability. This controller does not "learn" new reset values for screw speeds when the extruder barrel temperature is stable and does not clear stored screw speeds when a significant process change is detected.

The industry is lacking a temperature controller for an extruder system with an adaptive reset capability and a dual sensor temperature controller that permits the extruder system to operate at or near its maximum heating capacity. Further, the industry lacks a
controller that learns new reset values for screw speeds when the extruder barrel temperature is stable and/or clears stored screw speeds when a significant process change is detected.

**Summary of the Invention**

The invention is an extruder temperature controller for an extruder system. The invention includes means for sensing an actual screw speed of an extruder screw in an extruder barrel. The extruder barrel has at least one heat exchange means. The extruder temperature controller has means for indexing and storing a plurality of screw speeds. Each member of the plurality of stored screw speeds has a corresponding temperature reset value. The extruder temperature controller has a means for comparing and selecting. The means for comparing and selecting compares the actual screw speed with each of the stored screw speeds and selects one of the stored screw speeds. The selected screw speed is a member of the plurality of stored screw speeds having a value most arithmetically equivalent to the actual screw speed. The means for comparing and selecting retrieves the temperature reset value corresponding to the selected, stored screw speed. The invention includes a means for generating a control output driver signal to a heat exchange means. The control output driver signal is responsive to the retrieved temperature reset value from the means for comparing and selecting. The invention further includes a means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when the means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means operates at or near maximum capacity.

The invention includes a method for controlling the temperature of an extruder barrel. The method includes sensing an actual screw speed for an extruder screw in an extruder barrel. The extruder barrel has at least one heat exchange means. The method then involves indexing and storing a plurality of screw speeds. Each of the stored screw speeds corresponds
to a temperature reset value. Comparing the actual screw speed with each of the stored screw speeds is performed. Selecting one of the stored screw speeds then occurs. The selected screw speed is a member of the plurality of stored screw speeds having a value most arithmetically equivalent to the actual screw speed. The step of selecting retrieves the temperature reset value corresponding to the selected, stored screw speed. Generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means occurs. The control output driver signal is responsive to the retrieved temperature reset value. The invention further includes delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means is at or near maximum capacity.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional side view of an extruder barrel including an extruder temperature controller of the invention.

Figure 2 is an event diagram of the operation of the preferred embodiment of the extruder temperature controller under heat load conditions.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an extruder temperature controller that includes an adaptive reset controller with a means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time according to the invention.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The invention includes an extruder temperature controller for a heat exchange means that is used to control the temperature of at least one extruder barrel zone. The invention includes means for sensing or determining an actual screw speed. The extruder temperature controller has means for indexing and storing a plurality of screw speeds. Each screw speed corresponds to a single member of a plurality of stored temperature reset values.
invention includes a means for comparing and selecting from the plurality of stored screw speeds. The means for comparing and selecting compares the actual screw speed to each of the plurality of stored screw speeds and selects a default screw speed from the plurality of stored screw speeds. The default screw speed has a smaller deviation from the actual screw speed than any other member of the compared, stored screw speeds. The invention includes a means for generating a control output driver signal to a heat exchange means. The control output driver signal is derived from the corresponding stored temperature reset value for the default screw speed. The invention further includes a means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when the means for generating a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means operates at or near maximum capacity.

The term "reset value" for purposes of this invention corresponds to screw speed and not barrel temperature. A reset value is determined for a stable screw speed and is stored in the extruder temperature controller in association with a temperature setpoint. There is no manual input of a reset value with the desirable embodiments of this invention. Reset values are either zero or a resolved value. Typically, a reset value is resolved for each extruder barrel zone according to the thermodynamic load on an extruder system during a normal operating phase.

The invention includes means for determining actual screw speed. The means for determining actual screw speed can be an electronic or an electro-mechanical means for sensing the revolutions per unit of time of the extruder screw. Suitable means for determining actual screw speed include commercially available digital encoders or tachometers that are adapted to provide an actual screw speed input signal for the extruder temperature controller.
The extruder temperature controller has a means for storing a plurality of screw speeds. This means for storing must store screw speeds wherein each stored screw speed corresponds to a specific or actual temperature reset value for each extruder barrel zone for each screw speed. The independent screw speeds with their corresponding actual temperature reset value are entered by a reset value signal input means for inputting a temperature reset value input signal that is representative of a desired, actual temperature reset value per extruder barrel zone for each stored screw speed. The means for storing is, desirably, an electronic storage means. Suitable storage means are known in the art and can be adapted for use with this invention by those skilled in the art of this invention.

The extruder temperature controller includes means for comparing and selecting from the plurality of stored screw speeds. The means for comparing and selecting compares the actual screw speed to each member of the plurality of stored screw speeds. The means for comparing and selecting selects the stored screw speed that is most nearly equivalent to the actual screw speed. If the difference between an actual temperature for a heat exchange zone and actual temperature reset value for the selected stored screw speed is significant, the extruder temperature controller defaults to or selects the selected, stored screw speed. The actual temperature reset value that corresponds to this default or selected screw speed is used by the extruder temperature controller to derive a new temperature "individual reset value" for each extruder barrel zone.

The invention further includes a means for generating a control output driver signal to a heat exchange means. The means for generating a control output driver signal includes a means for transmitting a control output driver signal to each heat exchange zone in the extruder barrel of an extruder system. The means for generating the control output driver
signal is responsive to the stored temperature reset value output signal that corresponds to the default screw speed. The means for generating a control output driver signal includes a means for varying the control output driver signal in response to a revised reset value for each heat exchange zone. The control output driver signal controls or operates the heat exchange means for each heat exchange zone. The means for generating a control output driver signal, typically, is programmed to vary the control output driver signal to the heat exchange means such that the actual temperature of a heat exchange zone, which influences the temperature of the extrusion material, is not altered when the extruder screw changes speed. Numerous other factors, for example, the pressure, the friction of an extrusion material within an extruder barrel, and the type of material being extruded, effect the actual temperature of an extrusion material.

The most desirable embodiments of the invention include extruder systems having the adaptive reset temperature controller of this invention utilized in conjunction with at least one other extruder temperature controller that continuously monitors, compares, and adjusts operating extruder system temperatures. Other extruder temperature controllers that continuously monitor, compare, and adjust operating extruder system temperatures function well when the extruder screw is operated at a constant speed. The combination of the present invention with such an extruder temperature controller provides an extruder system with an additional ability to store and retrieve reset values upon speed changes. The increased operational flexibility of an extruder temperature controller that includes the adaptive reset temperature controller of the invention provides economic advantages by reducing the amount of wasted extrusion material that is created when the screw speed is changed during operation. These economic advantages of such a "dual extruder temperature controller" are especially
realized with processes that have continual or unanticipated screw speed changes. The means for delaying a control alarm of the extruder temperature controller of the invention also improves operational flexibility by permitting the extruder system to utilize its design capacity for operating the heat exchange means at or near maximum capacity.

The dual extruder temperature controller of the preferred embodiment of the invention maintains stable and accurate temperature control of extruder barrel zones even during continual or unanticipated screw speed transitions. The preferred embodiment of the invention is an improvement to the extruder temperature controller and method described in U.S. Patent Number 5,149,193 to Faillace, herein incorporated by reference. The Faillace disclosure is incorporated for its description of terms that are standard in the art, the description of extruder systems in general, and the description of an extruder temperature controller with an adaptive reset.

An extruder system, that incorporates an extruder temperature controller according to the invention, has a barrel with an axis and at least one heat exchange zone along the axis. The extruder system has a screw within the barrel and a shell surrounding the barrel. A "heat exchange zone" is a portion of the barrel and a corresponding portion of the shell wherein the temperature can be controlled by a heat exchange means. A heat exchange means is provided for each heat exchange zone. The heat exchange means includes heat exchange elements for exchanging heat in each heat exchange zone. The heat exchange elements have a heat exchange element power means.

The extruder system, according to this invention, has a means for determining an actual screw speed. The means for determining the actual screw speed includes a means for sensing the actual screw speed and a means for producing an actual screw speed input signal for the
extruder temperature controller. The extruder system has a temperature reset value signal input means for inputting a temperature reset value signal representative of a desired barrel temperature reset value for each member of a plurality of selected, stored screw speeds. The extruder system has a storage means for independently storing each temperature reset value signal. The extruder system has a means for comparing and selecting that compares the actual screw speed to each of the plurality of stored screw speeds and selects a default screw speed from the plurality of stored screw speeds. The default screw speed has a smaller deviation from the actual screw speed than any other member of the compared, stored screw speeds. The selection of the default screw speed determines the temperature reset value signal that is retrieved by the extruder temperature controller of the invention.

The extruder system also has the means for generating the control output driver signal. The means for generating, as described above, is responsive to the stored temperature reset value signal. The means for generating is, desirably, an "output driver" and is responsive to the stored temperature reset value for the default screw speed. The means for generating includes a means for varying the control output driver signal for each heat exchange zone.

The means for varying is actuated when the means for comparing and selecting is actuated due to the existence of a significant deviation between actual screw speed and the selected screw speed. The temperature reset value control setpoint controls the heat exchange power means for each heat exchange zone to provide a temperature in each heat exchange zone.

Figure 1 illustrates a barrel portion of an extruder system 1 having two adaptive reset temperature controllers 22 according to the invention. The extruder system 1 contains a driving or extruder screw 10 housed within an extruder barrel 12. The rotation of the extruder screw 10 forces molten extrusion material, such as plastic, along the axis of the extruder
barrel 12. The extruder barrel 12 includes at least one and, desirably, a plurality of heat exchange zones 14. Each heat exchange zone 14 contains a heat exchange element 15 for heating or cooling the extruder barrel 12. The heat exchange element 15 comprises, for example, resistive heating elements 18 to increase the temperature of a heat exchange zone 14 and tubes 20 to circulate water or another coolant around the heat exchange zone 14 in order to decrease the temperature of the heat exchange zone 14. A digital encoder 16 determines the actual screw speed and provides a screw speed input signal 17 to the adaptive reset temperature controller 22. Panels having keyboards for the input of control signals and a display (not shown) are known in the art and can be provided as described in the Faillace Reissue Patent that is cited above.

Each adaptive reset temperature controller 22 is, desirably, dedicated to one heat exchange element 15. The heat exchange element 15 of a single heat exchange zone 14 is regulated by the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 in response to a pair of temperature measurements taken in the heat exchange zone 14. A deep temperature sensor or "A" thermocouple 24 is placed near the inner surface 28 of the extruder barrel 12 and, desirably, contacts a liner 3 to provide a deep temperature signal $T_d$ representative of the temperature deep within the cylinder of the extruder barrel 12. A shallow temperature sensor or "B" thermocouple 26 is placed in the heat exchange element 15 to provide a shallow temperature signal $T_s$ representative of the temperature at the heat exchange element 15 which is the source of thermal energy or of cooling.

Figure 2 provides a graphic relationship between various parameters that exist during the operation of the extruder system 1 of the invention. This "event" diagram describes the function of a dual sensor temperature controller under heat load conditions. The dual sensor
temperature controller has the "adaptive reset function" of this invention. The operation of the extruder system 1, represented by Figure 2, is for a condition wherein the heat exchange zone 14 is in a heating load condition or adding heat to an extrusion material. The extruder system 1 can also be used in a cooling load condition or to cool an extrusion material passing through the extruder barrel 12.

Figure 2 presents a graph wherein a single x-axis represents time beginning at time $t_0$. The three curves above the x-axis or "time line" represent the temperature of the shallow or "B" thermocouple, the control setpoint value, and the temperature of the deep or "A" thermocouple. The twelve curves below the x-axis or time line represent simultaneous functions for other y-axes values. These other y-axes values are: (1) the control sum error "E"; (2) error "A" or the difference between the setpoint temperature and the temperature of the deep or "A" thermocouple; (3) actual screw speed $S_d$; (4) percent heater on time; (5) reset; (6) reset enabled; (7) actual alarm wherein the actual error is, for example, greater than 0.1°F Fahrenheit (0.06°C Celsius) (Fahrenheit and Celsius are hereinafter symbolized as "°F" or "°C," respectively); (8) control alarm wherein $(K_1A+K_2B)/(K_1+K_2) >$ proportional band (typically 6°F for heating) for a significant duration of time (typically 60 seconds); (9) reset limit; (10) reset stability time up; (11) screw speed change; (12) screw speed stable; and (13) reset trigger event.

When the extruder system 1 is first activated or at "power on" at time $t_0$, a temperature setpoint controller sets the control setpoint $T_{cp}$ to a value that is equal to the desired temperature of the heat exchange zone setpoint that is selected by the operator. An average error controller asserts heat exchange control signals "H" and "C" as necessary to heat or cool a heat exchange zone. Heat exchange control signal "H" activates the heat exchange element
15 to either increase or decrease the temperature in the heat exchange zone 14. Figure 2 between time \( t_0 \) and time \( t_1 \) illustrates a condition wherein (1) the resistive heating elements 18 are supplying heat and (2) deep temperature signal \( T_d \) and shallow temperature signal \( T_s \) rapidly rise.

The adaptive reset temperature controller 22 continues to assert heat exchange control signal "H" until time \( t_2 \) when the control sum error "E" signal has approximately reached zero. The heat exchange control signal "H" is terminated at time \( t_2 \) and the shallow temperature signal \( T_s \) ceases to rise and begins to fall as the resistive heating elements 18 cool. Residual heat stored in the heat exchange element 15 continues to heat the extruder barrel 12. The deep temperature signal \( T_d \) continues to rise until time \( t_3 \) when the deep and shallow temperatures stabilize.

Figure 2 illustrates the extruder system 1 as being stabilized at time \( t_4 \) and as having an actual error "A" signal of greater than 0.1°F (0.06°C). The value for actual error sensitivity can be selected by the manufacturer or programmer of the extruder temperature controller.

An actual error sensitivity is, typically, between 0.05°F and 1°F (about 0.03°C and 0.6°C). Figure 2 illustrates the operation of an adaptive reset temperature controller 22 of the preferred embodiment of the invention wherein either a "normal reset" function can occur or an "adaptive reset" can occur due to a screw speed change. The curves of Figure 2 represented by a solid line occur with a normal reset temperature controller. Curves represented by a broken line occur with an adaptive reset temperature controller.

A setpoint \( T_D \) can be entered by the operator. The setpoint \( T_D \) is representative of the desired temperature for the extruder barrel zone. The first normal reset resolved by the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 occurs in Figure 2 at time \( t_4 \). The normal reset
temperature controller resolves a new value for control setpoint $T_{sp}$ which increases the "percent heater on time" of the heat exchange element 15.

The curve for the deep or "A" thermocouple decreases between time $t_7$ and time $t_{10}$ due to a screw speed change. The preferred embodiment of this invention adds an additional four minute delay to the operator's selection of a three or four minute reset stability time. Therefore, seven or eight minutes separate time $t_7$ and time $t_{10}$. An increase in screw speed causes a heat load or a requirement to increase the heat applied by the heat exchange element 15. The temperature of the deep or "A" thermocouple normally decreases in this condition until a normal reset occurs at time $t_{10}$.

The curve for reset illustrates both normal and adaptive resets for controlling an extruder system. A first active "normal" reset is at time $t_4$. The solid line for the reset value illustrates two other normal resets with the first occurrence at time $t_{10}$ and the second occurrence at time $t_{15}$. The broken lines for the reset function represent an occurrence of "adaptive reset" as provided by the adaptive reset controller (described below) of this invention. The curve illustrates two adaptive resets with the first occurrence at time $t_7$ and the second occurrence at time $t_{12}$.

The adaptive reset controller of the invention anticipates the reset value at time $t_7$, as represented by the broken line for reset. This anticipation of the reset value changes the control setpoint at time $t_7$, as represented by the broken line for this value. The changes in control setpoint actuate the "percent heater on time" at time $t_7$, as represented by the broken line for this reset value. The actuation of the percent heater on time maintains a constant temperature in the heat exchange zone 14 as represented by the broken line for the deep or
"A" thermocouple. The maintenance of the temperature effectively eliminates a variation in actual error "A." Actual error "A" is the setpoint value less the deep temperature $T_a$ value.

Adaptive reset provides the desirable and unexpected results of anticipating a requirement to alter the control setpoint and, thereby, effectively eliminates a fluctuation in the temperature at the deep or "A" thermocouple. The adaptive reset controller anticipates and changes the energy to the heat exchange means of an extruder system. This change is performed in order to offset a change in the thermodynamic load due to a stable change in screw speed of that extruder system.

The heater, in an extruder system for processing plastic material, is typically operating with at least some percent heater on time as long as the extruder system is in operation or under a load. The maintenance of a constant temperature within an extruder system under a load is indicative that the extruder system cannot obtain a theoretical "infinite gain" or average error of zero. For this reason, an extruder system operating, for example, at 300°F (about 150°C) has an offset temperature that provides at least some percent heater on time to maintain the 300°F (about 150°C) temperature. A theoretically perfect extruder system has a zero average error and at 300°F (about 150°C) the heater has a zero percent on time when the extruder system is in a stable load condition. The control sum error "E" is, therefore, directly proportional to the load on the extruder system.

The percent heater on time is derived from the control sum error. The control sum error "E" is never zero in actual operation of an extruder system unless that extruder system has no load. The control sum error "E" is derived from two errors "A" and "B." The two errors "A" and "B" are derived from the control setpoint value. Error "A" is the control
setpoint $T_{cp}$ value less the deep temperature $T_d$ value. Error "B" is the control setpoint $T_{cp}$ value less the shallow temperature $T_i$ value.

The adaptive reset controller 38 of this invention initiates a new value for the control sum error "E" as represented by the broken lines of the curve beginning at time $t_7$ and time $t_{12}$.

This adjustment in control sum error "E" is actuated by a stable change in screw speed. The adjustment in control sum error "E" avoids a change in the curve or value of actual error "A" as represented by the broken line for this value. A lack of change in the value of actual error "A" indicates that the temperature at the deep or "A" thermocouple has not change.

The extruder temperature controller of the invention, desirably, provides protective logic control functions to allow the extruder system to stabilize after a reset. These control functions allow the extruder system sufficient time, such as three minutes, to stabilize within a desired temperature variation, such as $0.1^\circ F$ ($0.06^\circ C$). The improved controller of this invention imposes an additional four minute or comparable time delay if the adaptive reset temperature controller sends a stored reset value to the dual sensor temperature controller.

These control functions prevent unnecessary and undesirable resets from occurring. An example of such a control function is provided by a reset stability time. Another control function allows the extruder system to "ramp up" to speed without actuating a new reset value until the operating speed is obtained. The extruder system can include other control functions for terminating its operation when an operating condition exists that can damage the extruder system. These functions which include control alarm and flag functions are described in the Faillace Reissue Patent and are represented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the referred embodiment of the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 according to the invention. The adaptive reset temperature controller 22 of the invention is an improvement over the extruder temperature controller known in the art and described above for the Faillace Reissue Patent and the Faillace '193 patent. The adaptive reset controller 38 adjusts the reset value \( R_n \) and the control setpoint \( T_s \) upon a change in the screw speed. This adjustment for screw speed preempts any significant change in barrel temperature upon the change in the screw speed. The adaptive reset controller 38 can be used with a single sensor extruder temperature controller.

A screw speed sensor or tachometer 16 provides the adaptive reset controller 38 with an analog screw speed signal \( S_s \) representative of the present or actual speed of the extruder screw 10. The embodiment of this figure illustrates the extruder screw drive means 9. A scaling buffer 110 receives the analog screw speed signal \( S_s \) and generates a corresponding screw speed signal \( S_c \). The corresponding screw speed signal \( S_c \) is scaled to be within the input range of an analog to digital converter (A/D) 112. The analog to digital converter 112 converts the corresponding screw speed signal \( S_c \) to a digital screw speed signal \( S_d \) which is representative of the screw speed. An alternative digital speed input means with a timer counter can be used. The resulting screw speed signal is sent to a clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114.

Figure 3 illustrates an optional speed sensor or digital encoder 16a. The speed input from the digital encoder 16a is processed by a timer counter 116. The resulting digital screw speed signal \( S_d \) is sent to the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114.
The adaptive reset controller 38 selects a reset value for any given operating screw speed. The reset value $R_m$, once it is resolved, is stored in the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 at an address determined by digital screw speed signal $S_d$. The clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 provides logic control signals including a speed stable signal and speed change signal, to a first AND gate 39. A switch 48 allows a reset value to be stored and retrieved. The switch 48 is operator selectable and provides an adaptive reset enable signal to the first AND gate 39. The first AND gate 39 signal is sent to an OR gate 46. The OR gate 46 provides a signal to the reset switch 41a and b.

The clock, indexing, and reset storage means and the other subcomponents that are necessary to construct the preferred embodiment of the invention, are provided by commercially available electronic components. The level of skill within the electronic component programming art is sufficient to program a clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means to provide both (i) a means for indexing and storing a plurality of screw speeds and (ii) a means for comparing, timing, and selecting, via electronic or other logic circuitry, as required by this invention. A suitable clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means is provided by a properly programmed, commercially available microprocessor. The logic circuit is required for determining the existence or nonexistence of the various comparing and timing parameters such as the satisfaction of the "speed stable" condition.

The clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 of this improved adaptive reset temperature controller 22 has multiple screw speed storage locations. The preferred embodiment has at least 11 screw speed storage locations. The logic circuit of the preferred embodiment also includes programming to clear stored values when significant process changes are detected.
The adaptive reset controller 38 of the preferred embodiment of the invention includes an optional logic circuit 210. The logic circuit 210 is commercially available and can be separate from the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 or incorporated into the circuitry of the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114. The logic circuit 210 is programmed to "learn" reset values of screw speeds when the temperature is stable. The logic circuit 210, therefore, permits the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 to add or refine reset values that are not triggered by a dual sensor temperature controller. The level of skill within the electronic component programming art is sufficient to program the logic circuit 210 for this function.

The adaptive reset temperature controller 22 in the preferred embodiment of the invention has a dual sensor temperature controller 121 such as the extruder temperature controller of the Faillace '193 patent. The dual sensor temperature controller 121 monitors logic control signals including a reset enable signal, a reset limit off signal, an actual alarm signal, a stability time up signal, and a control alarm "not" signal. The reset enable signal and the reset limit "not" signal are provided to a second AND gate 47. The second AND gate 47 provides a signal to the first AND gate 39 and to a third AND gate 45. The actual alarm signal, the stability time up signal, and the control alarm off signal are provided to the third AND gate 45. The third AND gate 45 signal is also sent to the OR gate 46.

The dual sensor temperature controller 121 of this invention provides improved temperature control in part through the criteria programmed for the third AND gate 45. This criteria for the preferred embodiment of the invention defines actual alarm plus or minus 0.1°F (0.06°C). This criteria for actual alarm permits the actual temperature to coincide more precisely with the temperature setpoint for the heat exchange zone. The criteria for the
preferred embodiment of the invention permits control alarm to trigger a reset value when the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 generates a control output driver signal to the heat exchange means at or near maximum capacity for up to one minute. This criteria permits the extruder system to operate at or near its maximum capacity.

The OR gate 46 provides a single event trigger signal via a "one shot" multivibrator signalling device 50 to reset switch 41a and b. A delay timer 220 delays the triggering of a new reset value if the adaptive reset controller 38 applies a stored reset value to the dual sensor temperature controller 121. The delay timer 220 delays the criteria for triggering a reset value from the dual sensor temperature controller 121 for a selected time. The selected time for delay in the preferred embodiment of the invention is four minutes. The delay timer 220 prevents oscillation in actual temperature.

The reset switch 41a and b inputs the actual error "A" signal to the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 and has a reset value storage means 52 as shown. The reset value storage means 52 signals the logic circuit 210. The dual sensor temperature controller 121, when it is stabilized, provides the reset value R_w. Actual error "A" is provided to the adaptive reset controller 38 when the reset switch 41a and b receives a reset trigger.

The reset trigger is produced in one of three conditions. The first condition is "adaptive reset" and occurs when (1) the changed or new screw speed has stabilized, (2) there is a speed change, (3) reset is enabled, and (4) adaptive reset is enabled. The second condition is "stable adaptive reset" and occurs when (1) the screw speed is stable, (2) the stable speed change is maintained for a selected time (preferably one minute), (3) the device has not reached a reset limit and maintained the reset limit for a selected time (desirably one minute), (4) reset is enabled, and (5) adaptive reset is enabled. The third condition is "normal reset"
and occurs when (1) reset is enabled, (2) the device has not reached a reset limit and
maintained the reset limit for a selected time (desirably one minute), (3) there is an actual
alarm, (4) the device has not reached a temperature limit, (5) stability time is up, and (6) there
is no control alarm.

The dual sensor temperature controller 121 of the preferred embodiment of the
invention has a first comparator 40, a second comparator 42, a third comparator 43, a fourth
comparator 44, and a fifth comparator 51. The first comparator 40 algebraically adds the
setpoint value and deep temperature $T_d$ value to derive the actual error "A" which is provided
to the reset switch 41a.

When the reset value is asserted by the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means
114, a second comparator or control setpoint controller 42 adjusts the control setpoint $T_{cp}$ at
the time of "reset trigger." At "power on" control setpoint is set to equal setpoint. The
control setpoint controller 42 asserts the control setpoint $T_{cp}$ and provides the signal to the
third comparator 43 and the fourth comparator 44. The dual sensor temperature controller
121 performs an algebraic addition by the third comparator 43 for computing an error "A"
signal. The third comparator 43 exerts error "A" signal to the fifth comparator 51. The fourth
comparator 44 compares the shallow temperature $T_s$ with the control setpoint $T_{cp}$ and derives
error "B" signal. Error "B" is also provided to the fifth comparator 51.

The adaptive reset controller 38 provides the control setpoint controller 42 with the
reset value $R_v$ indicating the extent to which the control setpoint is to be adjusted. The
magnitude of reset value $R_v$ is scaled by the control setpoint controller 42 with an arithmetic
module a scaled reset value $R_n$ according to the following equation (1).

\[ R_n = r_g \times R_v \]
wherein \( r_g \) is a constant reset gain. Typically, the reset gain \( r_g \) is set at a value of "1." The new or scale reset value \( R_n \) is provided to the control setpoint controller 42. The control setpoint controller 42 then performs an algebraic add of the scaled reset value \( R_n \) to the control setpoint \( T_{cp} \) to update the control setpoint \( T'_{cp} \) at the time of reset trigger according to the following equation (2).

\[
T'_{cp} = R_n + T_{cp}
\]

The dual sensor temperature controller 121 remains stable with an actual error of less than 0.1°F (0.06°C) once the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 has resolved a scaled reset value \( R_n \). However, a significant change in the thermal load to the extrusion system causes a change in the heat exchange zone deep temperature \( T_d \). The dual sensor temperature controller 121 becomes unstable as it seeks to correct the changes of the heat exchange zone deep temperature \( T_d \). The adaptive reset temperature controller 22 includes a dual sensor temperature controller 121 for generating control output driver "H" and "C" signals for heating and for cooling to selectively activate the heat exchange element 15. The third and fourth comparators 43 and 44 generate, respectively, error signals "A" and "B" representing the difference between the control setpoint \( T_{cp} \) and the temperature signals \( T_d \) and \( T_s \), respectively. An arithmetic module in the fourth comparator 51 computes a control sum error \( E \), according to the following equation (3).

\[
E = \frac{K_1 A + K_2 B}{K_1 + K_2}
\]

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are constants chosen to provide the appropriate weight to each error signal "A" and "B." In response to the control sum error "E," a heat exchange driver or controller 36 adjusts control output driver signals "H" and "C" to activate selectively either the resistive
heating elements 18 or the fluid cooling system (not shown) which provides coolant flow through the tubes 20 of the heat exchange element 15 until the control sum error "E" is minimized.

The logic path for the adaptive reset temperature controller 22 has the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 monitoring the digital speed signal S_d to determine when a change in screw speed occurs. When digital speed signal S_d changes, the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 selects the stored reset value and signals the dual sensor temperature controller 121. The dual sensor temperature controller 121 then recalculates the control setpoint T_{sp} using equation 2 above.

The AND gate 39 determines when the dual sensor temperature controller 121 has stabilized at the new reset value. Once the dual sensor temperature controller 121 has stabilized, the AND gate 39 receives the reset criteria signals defined above. The reset value R_s is stored in the table of the clock, logic, indexing, and reset storage means 114 at an entry corresponding to the current operating screw speed indicated by the digital speed signal S_d.

The invented extruder temperature controller of Figure 3 applies deep and shallow temperature controls with temperature resets to continual thermal load change processes. The invention provides a means of anticipating thermal load changes due to screw speed changes. The invention applies a temperature reset value for each heat exchange zone 14 based on specific extruder operation speeds or an "adaptive reset" in advance of actually sensing the thermal load change. Adaptive reset resolves or "learns" a reset value for each heat exchange zone 14 at all of the normal operating screw speeds. As the screw speed of the extruder is altered, adaptive reset applies or "recalls" the last temperature reset value which has been learned for each heat exchange zone 14 by a previous reset calculation for that heat exchange
zone at that given screw speed. This function is provided by means for comparing and selecting, during operation of an extruder system that (i) corresponds a stabilized operating temperature reset value to each of the operating screw speeds and (ii) enters the actual screw speed with the corresponding temperature reset value into the means for storing.

The extruder temperature controller of the invention senses the screw speed via a standard analog input and applies the screw speed as an index or pointer to a table of learned reset values. These stored reset values can be recalled for each heat exchange zone after the screw speed is altered and stabilized to a new screw speed. A table of 100 addresses, in the preferred embodiment, which represents the reset value for 1 percent to 100 percent of the available screw speed is used for each heat exchange zone. The learned reset value is resolved as it is in the extruder temperature controller of the Faillace '193 patent. However, the learned reset value is stored in a nonvolatile reset value storage table, such as an EEPROM memory storage device, at the location specific to the screw speed at the time the reset value is calculated.

When the new screw speed of the extruder system is altered and stabilized and the temperature reset criteria is met, a new temperature reset value is calculated for the new screw speed and stored in the reset value table at its respective address representing that screw speed. This adaptive reset sequence repeats for each new operating speed as it is encountered with a resolution of one percent of full screw speed.

The operation of an extruder system, according to the invention, for the first time at a new operating screw speed has no actual reset value resolved for that initial screw speed. An approximate reset value is calculated by the invention for that screw speed by a straight line approximation between the closest adjacent screw speed reset values which have been
resolved. This approximate reset value is stored in the reset value table for the new operating screw speed. However, if the new screw speed is maintained long enough for a new reset value to be calculated based on the normal reset criteria, the approximate reset value is replaced with the actual reset value for the new screw speed.

The invented extruder temperature controller provides the same advantages to an extruder system as the extruder system of the Faillace '193 patent. The extruder temperature controller of this invention provides the additional benefits of more precise temperature control and the optimization of the design capacity of the extruder system. The precise temperature is provided by criteria for actual alarm, the ability to learn reset values under stable conditions, the use of a delay circuit to prevent oscillation in reset value signals and actual temperature, and/or the other characteristics disclosed above. The optimization of the design capacity of the extruder system is provided by the criteria for control alarm that permits additional reset values to be established during the operation of the extruder system at or near its maximum capacity.
We Claim:

1. An extruder temperature controller comprising:
   means for sensing an actual screw speed of an extruder screw in an extruder barrel,
   said extruder barrel having at least one heat exchange means;
   means for indexing and storing a plurality of screw speeds, each of said stored screw
   speeds corresponding to a temperature reset value;
   means for comparing and selecting, said means for comparing and selecting (i)
   compares said actual screw speed with each of said stored screw speeds and (ii) selects one of
   said stored screw speeds, said selected screw speed being a member of said plurality of stored
   screw speeds having a value most arithmetically equivalent to said actual screw speed, said
   means for comparing and selecting retrieves said temperature reset value corresponding to
   said selected, stored screw speed; and
   means for generating a control output driver signal to said heat exchange means, said
   control output driver signal being responsive to said retrieved temperature reset value from
   said means for comparing and selecting; and
   means for delaying a control alarm for a predetermined time when said means for
   generating a control output driver signal to said heat exchange means operates at or near
   maximum capacity.

2. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 1 wherein said means for delaying a
   control alarm delays triggering a new reset value when an adaptive reset controller applies a
   stored reset value to a dual sensor temperature controller.
3. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 2 wherein said means for delaying said control alarm delays a criteria for triggering said new reset value from said dual sensor temperature controller for a first selected time.

4. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 3 wherein said selected time for delay is four minutes.

5. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 3 wherein said delay timer prevents oscillation in actual temperature.

6. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 1 further comprising a logic circuit, said logic circuit learns a new reset value of said actual screw speed when a temperature in said extruder barrel is stable for a preset time.

7. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 6 wherein said logic circuit has means for establishing a stable adaptive reset when (a) said actual screw speed is stable, (b) a stable speed change is maintained for a second selected time, (c) said adaptive reset controller has not reached a reset limit and maintained said reset limit for a third selected time, (d) reset is enabled, and (e) adaptive reset is enabled.

8. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 7 wherein said second selected time and said third selected time are each one minute.
9. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 4 further comprising a logic circuit, said logic circuit learns a new reset value of said actual screw speed when a temperature in said extruder barrel is stable for a preset time.

10. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 1 wherein said means for comparing and selecting during operation of an extruder system (a) corresponds a stabilized operating temperature reset value to each said actual screw speed and (b) enters said actual screw speed with said corresponding temperature reset value into said means for indexing and storing.

11. The extruder temperature controller of Claim 1 further comprising:

   a temperature controller, said temperature controller includes:

   (a) a first comparator, said first comparator compares a setpoint signal with an extruder barrel deep temperature signal, said first comparator provides an actual error signal to said means for comparing and selecting;

   (b) a second comparator, said second comparator is a control setpoint controller for performing algebraic addition of a stored control setpoint signal with said temperature reset value, said second comparator provides a control setpoint signal;

   (c) a third comparator, said third comparator compares an extruder barrel deep temperature signal with said control setpoint signal, said third comparator provides a first error signal;

   (d) a fourth comparator, said fourth comparator compares an extruder barrel shallow temperature signal with said control setpoint signal, said fourth comparator provides a second error signal; and
a fifth comparator, said fifth comparator compares said first error signal
and said second error signal and provides a control sum error signal to said means for
generating said control output driver signal to said heat exchange means.
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